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Feather Plucking Survey Results
Finally an Answer

"Why is my parrot plucking?" This
question, which seems to be the all
time number one avicultural enigma, is
difficult to answer, because there are
so many viable reasons. Once it has
been ascertained that no medical
cause exists and every .other possible
idea has been explored, both from
experts and other bird owners, there
should be a realization that something
has been overlooked.

To find out what that something
was, with participation from people
with pluckers, a practical option pre
sented itself in the form of a survey for
feather pluckers. It seemed to be sig
nificantly important to try to find out
the answer to... Why does my parrot
pluck,. when none C!f the usual reasons
flY

The last six months of 1995, mem
bers of The Real Macaw Parrot Club of
New Jersey and The Big Apple Bird
Club of New York, aided by volunteers
from the Internet, and others who
wished to remain anonymous, con
tributed to a "Feather Plucking Survey"
initialed by The Real Macaw Parrot
Club newsletter. Its primaly purpose
was to see if an answer could be found
on whyparrotspluck. The results were
amazing and of all the reasons we
thought parrots plucked, everyone,
including veterinarians, overlooked a
reason that only surfaced when all the
data had been collated, graphed, and
compared. The folloWing article has
the long-awaited results of that survey.

One hundred sixty-eight (68) birds
participated in the survey. Other
responses were from people who did
not have a bird that plucked, but
wished to include data that might be
helpful.

One hundred fifty-nine (59) of the
birds had been veterinarian checked,
while nine had not. The most common
veterinary diagnosis was no diagnosis
of a medical problem. Veterinarian
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diagnoses: I-proventricular dilata
tion; I-wings clipped at too young an
age; 2-----{)besity; 2-nutrition related;
2-thyroid problems; 3-bacterial
infections; 3-low calcium; 3-habit;
4-yeast infections; 5--dry skin; 5
allergies; 8--sexual frustration; 27
behaVioral, psychological, emotional,
and neurotic; 9-not checked; 93-no
diagnosis.

One of the questions on the survey
was "Why do you think your parrot
plucks?"

Some of the answers were: change
in surrounding areas, taking the bird
on vacation, abuse by previous owner,
bird's routine upset by owner chang
ing job hours, stressful molt, bad vet
erinarian experience, previous owner
died or gave the bird away (separation
anxiety), rejection by another bird or
person, jealousy of a new baby or a
new bird, room temperature, stressful
quarantine, weaned too young, over
indulged when young then ignored,
environmental stress from noises
inside or outside the home and the list
goes on.

One veterinarian with whom I dis
cussed this problem suggested that
some of the smaller birds from New
York City (or other major cities) that
are pluckers, might pluck because of
an allergy to mold found in many
older city apartment walls. This is
wOlth pursuing as the majority of small
bird pluckers (in the survey) were
from a large city, while the majority of
large bird pluckers were from more
rural areas.

In most cases, the birds with a diag
nosed medical problem stopped
plucking when they received proper
veterinary care. Some birds with sus
pected nutritional problems stopped
plucking when their diet was
improved. Birds with sexual frustra
tions were cured when they were
allowed to mate. Dry skin problems

(mostly from homes with gas hot air
heat) were helped with the use of a
humidifier and/or frequent misting.

The use of Elizabethan collars was
useless in almost all cases. The use of
anti-picking formulas and allergy med
ications only helped in three cases (in
two cases, the medication turned the
feathers red until the next molt).
Giving the bird more attention was a
big help in birds that had been left
alone for a long period of time each
day.

Other interesting attempts at a solu
tion (some worked, some did not):
putting the bird on a schedule, putting
the bird in a larger cage, acupuncture,
Vitamin E squeezed over seed, more
sunshine, higher fat diet, more toys,
surgery, Vitamin B, use of colored
feather dusters for preening, putting a
wig near the cage for bird to preen,
and giving sips of mild chamomile tea.

Most of the questions in the survey
were there only to eliminate all incon
sequential events and to weed out all
pluckers that were helped by eliminat
ing either a medical or environmental
problem.

So now what? As with all behavioral
problems, no matter what type of ani
maLor person.. .it is wise to try to
"look" at the world in the same way as
they do. After collating all the surveys
and singling out all the birds that had
not been diagnosed, I noticed some
thing that cannot be overlooked:

For the most part, every question
resulted in answers that, when com
pared, zeroed each other out, but in
almost every case, the undiagnosed
bird lived in the same house with
another bird that was not just another
bird, but a bird from a different conti
nent.

Results:
50 African Birds: 47 lived with birds

from a different continent
55 South American Birds: 42 lived with

birds from a different conti
nent

35 Australian Birds: 33 lived with birds
from a different continent

28 Island Birds: 27 lived with bird
from a different continent

168 Birds in Survey:149 lived with
birds from a different conti
nent
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two hirds have heen in the same room
together for three years and I could
never understand why they hated each
other. I thought that they were jealous,
however, if the results of the survey
are to he helieved, the reason might
just he terror.

sing the results of the survey, I
have tried to take steps to remedy my
own situation. Since giving up my
Amazon is not an option, I tried to
change the environment in the hird
room. Both hirds have very large cages
that I placed across from each other
instead of side-hy-side and [ placed the
Grey's playpen on top of her cage,
which instantly gave her the higher
cage. I am hoping that this will give
her the confidence to think that she is
the dominant hird. Guess what" There
is definitely less skin showing on her
hare chest and I think she is ready to
give up her old fashion statement'

I would like to thank all the people
who responded to this survey and I
hope the findings will help their affect
ed hirds, as well as others that are
experiencing the same prohlem. It is
important for all aviculturists to pursue
these results either on their own or
preferahly as a group (other cluhs).
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hird is a hird, however, the hawk eats
the sparrow. Birds from different con
tinents were never meant to meet in
nature, hut humans forced this upon
them, both in zoos and in the private
home. Some are ahle to overcome
their ohvious fear or nervousness
upon meeting a hird that is foreign to
them, hut others do not.

These early results are quite enlight
ening and deserve to he thoroughly
researched. If you can helieve these
results and have hirds from different
contments living together, and wish to
do something to help, I suggest that
you try keeping your hirds in separate
rooms. If you have a hird that does not
pluck and you have been thinking of
ohtaining another parrot, you might
think twice ahout which species you
choose. Try to purchase another hird
that is indigenous to the same conti
nent as the hird that you already have.

Personal case: My African Grey,
Chukeigh, is now 10 years old and
staned plucking when she was seven.
I have tried for three years to find the
possihle reasons for her plucking. I
narrowed it down to:

• She is now sexually mature -- for
get that; she shows ahsolutely no inter
est whatsoever in hreeding.

• I gave up hreeding canaries and
they were no longer in the house -- I
recently purchased two canaries espe
cially for her, hut her only interest is in
imitating them.

• A veterinarian told me to stop giv
ing her chicken hones -- I have now
resumed giving them to her -- she is so
glad to have them hack, hut she is still
using her hare chest as a hih.

• A medical reason' -- She is vet
checked frequently and all medical
causes have heen ruled out.

• Boredom? -- ot likely, she has a
large cage, a multitude of toys that are
changed frequently, a radio to listen to,
and a household of people who are
around night and day.

After looking at the results of the
feather plucking survey, I realized that
I had overlooked one other thing that
happened when Chukeigh started
plucking. That was the year that I
adopted my Orange-winged Amazon
A hird from a different continent! The
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Of the 19 birds that did not live with
another hird from a different continent,
medical reasons for their plucking
were either diagnosed, or other rea
sons were suspected hy the owner.
Some of the hirds that lived with other
hirds from a different continent also
had medical prohlems or had heen
misdiagnosed

African Gr ys (Africa), Cockatoos
(Australia), and Eclectus Osland) seem
to he the ones that are most prone to
plucking, while the South American
hirds (Macaws, Conures, Amazons)
seem to he the ones that are the least
hothered. South American hirds tend
ed to have the most sexual frustration.

When you think ahout it, people
will unconSCiously seek 'out people of
their own race, religion, and nationali
ty. Sometimes, people do not trust
other people who are different than
they are until they hecome hetter
acquainted with them. Birds do not
really know how to do this.

What if you put a person in a cage
with a lion? They are hoth mam
mals ... right? But, they are vastly differ
ent. Most people would start scream
ing or cowering in a corner if they
were kept locked in a cage with this
creature. On the other hand, locking
two people in a cage together would
not enact the same reactions.

So why is it different with birds? A

Whal makes you Ihillk Ibis Amazon is a
fealbel"pickelY
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